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Captains License Training 

Which License ic; Best For You? 
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Disclaimer 

Every effort has been made to make this publication as complete and accurate as possible. All 

references contained in this publication have been compiled from sources believed to the most 

recent, reliable, and represent the best current opinion on the subject. Mariners Learning System™

is not responsible or liable for any adverse effects or consequences to any person or entity with 

respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly from use of 

information contained in this publication. 



Operating your boat more safely, learning navigational skills, how to deal with various 
scenarios, and allowing you to charge passengers are just a handful of the countless 
benefits of obtaining your Captain's license. 
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2. 

'Which Captain's License should I get?' is a 
question that we often hear. 
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The two main captain's licenses issued 
by the Coast Guard are the Operator of 
Un inspected Passenger Vessels also 
known as the OUPV/Six-pack or 
Charter Boat Captain's License and the 
25/50/100 Ton Master License. 
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4. 

The Six-Pack Captain's 
License allows the holder to 
carry up to six paying 
passengers plus crew on 
uninspected vessels up to 
100 gross tons - hence the 
term "Six-Pack." 
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These are usually recreational vessels that normally 
engage in charter fishing, SCUBA diving, or tour cruises. 



The 25/50 or 100 Ton Master License allows the holder to operate inspected vessels 
as well as uninspected vessels. Any vessel that is authorized to carry more than 6 
paying passengers must have on board a Captain who holds a Master license. 
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Ferryboats, harbor tours boats, whale watching and water taxis are examples of inspecterl 
vessels. 5. 1 



There are two additional endorsements that can be added to your license: 

The Towing Endorsement may be issued to those who hold a Six-pack or Master 
License and would like to engage in assisting vessels for a fee. 
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To "commercially assist" other vessels that may be aground, disabled or out of fuel, or 
~xperiencing some other malfunction requires an endorsement for Commercial 

6. ;sistance Towing. 



Licensed Master or mates may also be endorsed for sail or auxiliary sail, as 
appropriate. This endorsement authorizes the holder to operate inspected sail or 
auxiliary sailing vessels within the scope and limitations of their license. 
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Whether you're a sailor chasing the wind, a power boater in 
search of your next big fish or a cruiser looking for the perfect 
sunset earning your Captain's License will open the door to new 
opportunities. 
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So what's holding you up? Join the 
25,000+ Captain's that have used 
Mariners Learning System to earn their 
license! 






